
USE CASE
CLASSIFICATION OF GEARS AS PER
TEETH COUNT

CLIENT/INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

The client is one of the leading manufacturers of

automotive parts. They manufacture motion

transmission parts.

Gears are used to transmit torque from one element to

another. These can be used to change the speed of

motion and direction of the power source.

One of the major applications of gears is automotive gearboxes. Spur gears are majorly used in

industrial equipment.

PROBLEMS
● Manual inspection is taking a lot of time and effort to segregate gears as per their teeth

count

● Some gears have an improper number of teeth due to manufacturing defects and are

being false accepted

● There are 69 variants of gears with different numbers of teeth count, manual counting
leads to a false acceptance rate of 9-12 percent



PROBLEM IMPLICATIONS
● Wrong gear in an assembly may cause gear slip and thwart torque transmission
● Increase in customer complaints due to decreased customer equipment efficiency

CLIENT REQUIREMENTS
To automate the process of teeth counting and classification of gears with the help of machine
vision to achieve high accuracy in defect detection and reduce inspection cycle time.

CURRENT PROCESS
The examination is being done manually by operators -

● Counting of each gear’s teeth takes 8-10 seconds

BUSINESS IMPACT
1. Increase in cost of quality (COQ)

2. Increased cost for additional labor and training
3. Losing clients will reduce the profitability

SOLUTION USING MACHINE VISION

A camera or set of cameras with appropriate illumination is set up to identify the number of

teeth on the given gears. Images are captured and sent to the software (Qualitas EagleEye®

Platform) cloud where the training is done using deep learning algorithms. Once the program is

trained, real-time teeth counting takes place, based on which the results are sent to PLC to take

action.
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CONCLUSION
POC(Proof Of Concept) is conducted and the following conclusion is observed:

1. The trained solution is tested across 4 variants for 1200 products and we are able to do

the image analysis in less than 300 ms.

2. Accuracy of gear teeth counting increased up to 98 percent. The time to count each gear

teeth is reduced to 1 second
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